ECAN,

You have already destroyed most of the rivers in Canterbury and now I gather (breaking down all your legal mumbo jumbo) you are proposing to tip yet more nitrates into the water and that you have decided that you will take a leisurely 20 years to consider reducing levels by a ridiculously low 15%.
HOW DARE YOU.

You have NO RIGHT to do this to our rivers and aquifers. Having already destroyed the rivers by your blatant and persistent support of intensive dairying in a region where dairy should NEVER HAVE BEEN permitted, here you are putting forward a proposal for even more devastation.

I and many like me totally and adamantly oppose any more intensive farming and the subsequent rise to the already seriously high nitrate levels. You must not be allowed to get away with this yet again.
You are supposed to be PROTECTING the environment and yet all I see you doing is destroying it. We will block you every step of the way.

Cathy Dee